
WEEK 1 

(21-25 February 2022)

WEEK 2 

(28 February-

4 March 2022)

WEEK 3 

(7-11 March 2022)

WEEK 4 

(14-18 March 2022)

WEEK 5 

(21-25 March 2022)

WEEK 6 

(28 March-

1 April 2022)

WEEK 7 

(4-8 April 2022)

WEEK 8 

(11-15 April 2022)

TOTAL

HOURS

16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16
128

Hours

CONTENT

English File  Intermediate

Unit 1 / PE / 2A (Part 1 & 5)

English File  Intermediate

Unit 2B- Unit 3/PE

English File  Intermediate

Unit 4/PE

English File  Intermediate

Unit 5B - Unit 6A

English File  Intermediate

Unit 6B/RC- Unit 7A

English File  Intermediate

Unit 7B /PE- Unit 8A

English File  Intermediate

Unit 8B/RC- Unit 9A

English File  Intermediate

Unit 9B /PE- Unit 10A

PAGES 6-19 20-35 36-45 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99

OPTIONAL

Unit 2A (Part 2,3,4,6) pg. 22-25, 

pg. 28 Part 5 & pg. 29,

pg. 32&33 (Part e)

Unit 4A (Part 5) Unit 5A (pg. 46-49)

10B & RC (pg. 100-105)

INSTRUCTIONAL pg. 33 Part 5 (a, b, c, d)

PE (pg. 54-55)

CURRICULAR 

PRACTICE

EF Photocopiable

GR. Intro, 1A, 1B 

Voc. 2A

EF Photocopiable

GR. 2B, 3A, 3B      

Voc. 3A, 3B

EF Photocopiable

GR. 4A, 4B

EF Photocopiable

GR. 5B, 6A           

Voc. 5B, 6A

Cloze Test (before the Quiz)

EF Photocopiable

GR 6B, 7A            

Voc. 6B

Listening Practice 

EF Photocopiable

GR. 7B, 8A           

 Voc. 7B, 8A

EF Photocopiable

GR. 8B, 9A             

Voc. 9A

EF Photocopiable

GR. 9B, 10A             

Voc. Revision 

WEEK 1 

(21-25 February 2022)

WEEK 2 

(28 February-

4 March 2022)

WEEK 3 

(7-11 March 2022)

WEEK 4 

(14-18 March 2022)

WEEK 5 

(21-25 March 2022)

WEEK 6 

(28 March-

1 April 2022)

WEEK 7 

(4-8 April 2022)

WEEK 8 

(11-15 April 2022)

TOTAL

HOURS

LANGUAGE USE

Focus Vocabulary

lobster, mussel, prawn, salmon, squid, tuna, beef, chicken, 

duck, lamb, pork, aubergine, avocado, beetroot, cabbage, 

cherry, courgette (zucchini), cucumber, grape, green 

beans, lemon, mango, melon, peach, pear, raspberry, red 

pepper, bake, boil, fry, grill, roast, steam, eat out, cut out, 

cut on, affectionate, ambitious, anxious, bossy, charmiing, 

competitive, honest, imaginative, independent, insecure, 

mature, moody, patient, rebellious, reliable, self-

confident, selfish, sensible, sensitive, sociable, spoilt, 

stubborn, friendly, kind, organized, responsible, tidy, 

afford,

bill, borrow, budget, charge, contactless payment, cost, 

earn, inherit, insurance, invest, lend, live off, live on, loan, 

mortgage, note, owe, pay, pay back, raise, salary, save, 

spend, take out, tax, waste, worth

Grammar

present simple and continuous, action and non-action 

verbs,

future forms: present continuous, be going to, will/won't

Focus Vocabulary

coach, ferry, lorry, motorbike, motorway, scooter, tram, the 

Underground, van, belt, car crash, cycle lane, parking fine, pedestrian 

zone, petrol station, road works, rush hour, seatbelt, speed camera, 

speed limit, taxi rank, traffic lights, traffic jam, zebra crossing, set off, 

pick up, end up, run out of, look out, watch out, Dependent 

Prepositions ( apologize to, apologize for, argue with, argue about, 

arrive in, arrive at, ask for, believe in, belong to, choose between, 

depend on, dream about, laugh at, look forward to, pay for, remind of, 

spend on, talk to, talk about, afraid of, angry with, angry about, close 

to, different from, excited about, famous for, fed up with, fond of, 

good at, good for, interested in, keen on, kind to, married to, pleased 

with, proud of, rude to, worry about, tired of)

Grammar

choosing between comparatives and superlatives

articles: a/an/the, no article

Focus Vocabulary

dial, text, message, hang up, ringtone, call back, leave a 

message, voicemail, engaged(busy), swip, go off, put sb 

on hold, cut off, phone network, monthly contract, pay 

as you go, hang up on, musical instruments, high note, 

low note, octave, tune, busk, depressed, depressing, 

excited, exciting, amazed, amazing, disappointed, 

dissappointing, tired, tiring, embarrassed, 

embarrassing, frightened, frightening, bored, boring, 

frustrated, frustrating

Grammar

obligation and prohibition: have to, must, should,

ability and possibility: can, could, be able to

Focus Vocabulary

 classmate, close friend, colleague, couple, 

ex, fiance, flatmate, partner, be together, 

become friends, break up, get in touch, get 

married, get on, get to know, go out 

together, have sth in common, lose touch, 

meet, propose, an action film, an animation, 

a comedy, a drama, a historical film, a 

horror film, a musical, a rom-com, a sci-fi 

film, a thriller, a war film, a western, 

audience, cast, critic, extra, plot, review, 

scene, script, sequel, set, soundtrack, 

special effects, star, subtitles, trailer, 

Grammar

past and present habits and states,

passive (all tenses),

Focus Vocabulary

 arm, back, chin, ear, eye, face, foot, finger, hand, 

head, knee, leg, lip, mouth, neck, nose, shoulder, 

stomach, tooth, thumb, toe, tongue, bite, clap, kick, 

nod, point, smell, smile, stare, taste, touch, whistle, 

boarding school, degree, head, nursery school, 

primary school, private school, pupils, secondary 

school, state school, student, term, college, 

elementary school, grade, high school, kindergarten, 

semester, twelfth grade, not to be allowed to, be 

expelled, be punished, cheat, let sb do sth, make sb 

do sth, misbehave, fail, pass, result, revise

Grammar

modals of deduction: might, can't, must ,

first conditional and future time clauses + when, until 

etc.

Focus Vocabulary

country, outskirts, village, the east cost, the 

second floor, suburb, attic, balcony, basement, 

chimney, entrance, gate, ground floor, path, roof, 

steps, terrace, patio, top floor, wall, to be made of, 

ceiling, open fire, cosy, modern, spacious, light, 

wooden floor, apply for, do, do overtime, get 

promoted, resign, retire, run a business, set up, to 

be made reduntant, to be sacked, work shifts, 

freelance, part-time, self-employed, temporary, 

unemployed, word for, in charge of, responsible 

for, promote, promotion, apply, application, retire, 

retirement, employ, employment, qualify, 

qualification, resign, resignment, science, 

scientist, law, lawyer, music, musician, pharmacy, 

pharmacist, farm, farmer, translate, translator, 

Grammar

second conditional, choosing between 

conditionals,

choosing between gerunds and infinitives

Focus Vocabulary

basket, trolley, credit card, debit card, receipt, refund, 

discount, bargain, chain store, department store, library, 

bookshop, put on, try on, fit, suit, argue, attach, choose, 

compensate, complain, consider, deliver, demonstrate, 

explain, fail, improve, lose, respond, sell, serve, pay, 

manage, succeed, tempt, treat, value, achievement, 

agreement, argument, attachment, choice, compensation, 

complaint, consideration, delivery, demonstration, 

explanation, failure, improvement, loss, management, 

payment, response, sale, service, success, temptation, 

treatment, value, luck, lucky, unlucky, luckily, unluckily, 

fortune, fortunate, unfortunate, fortunately, unfortunately, 

comfort, comfortable, uncomfortable, comfortably, 

uncomfortably, patience, patient, impatient, patiently, 

impatiently, care, careful, careless, carefully, carelessly,

Grammar

reported speech: sentences and questions,

third conditional

Focus Vocabulary

an adaptor, a charger, a keyboard, a memory stick, a 

mouse, a plug, a printer, a remote control, a router, a 

socket, a speaker, a switch, a USB cable 

 paperback, book cover, child prodigy, car manufacturer, 

desk lamp, song writer, phonebox

Grammar

quantifiers

relative clauses: defining and non-defining

 PE 5 ( asking indirect questions)

LISTENING AND

 SPEAKING

Listening

understanding key words in questions,

predicting content using visual clues,

understanding a story

Speaking

talking about preferences, agreeing and disagreeing,

talking about the future,

retelling a story

talking about money

reacting to what people say

Listening

checking hypotheses,

confirming predictions,

Speaking

How long …?,

tourist role-play,

giving opinions on generalizations,

giving opinions,

agreeing, disagreeing, responses

Listening

understanding problems and advice,

making inferences,

listening for specific information

Speaking

talking about annoying habits and manners,

talking about ability, assessing advice

asking for permission,

making requests,

greeting sb you haven't seen for a long time

Listening

predicting the end of a story,

understanding facts and supporting 

information, 

listening for content words

Speaking

talking about present and past habits,

presenting an opinion,

asking for permission, making requests, 

greeting sb you haven't seen for a long time,

talking about films

Listening

checking assumption, 

understanding the order of events,

listening for numbers,

Speaking

talking about profile pictures,

making deductions,

talking about school,

assessing opinions

Listening

using predictipn to understand content,

listening and making notes

Speaking

discussing pros and cons,

describing ideal situations,

making a presentation

making and responding to suggestions,

making an excuse and apologizing

Listening

understanding the order of events,

understanding attitude and tone,

listening to summarize

Speaking

talking about shopping habits,

talking about luck

Listening

understanding attiutde,

listening for facts

Speaking

discussing digital habits,

talking about people and things that you admire

asking indirect questions

READING AND 

WRITING

Reading

using your own experience to understand a text,

identifying reasons

Reading

confirming predictions,

understanding the main point in a paragraph

Reading

assessing a point of view,

Reading

predicting the end of a story,

understanding the main point in a paragraph

Reading

understanding humour,

checking assumptions,

understanding points of view

Reading

understanding pros and cons,

predicting from evidence

Reading

predicting the end of a story,

understanding topic sentences

Reading

understanding technical language,

reading with purpose

MC PORTFOLIO ANNOUNCEMENT QUIZ MC PORTFOLIO SUBMISSION
WRITING PORTFOLIO FIRST DRAFT

 (in-class)
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WEEK 1 

(21-25 February 2022)

WEEK 2 

(28 February-

4 March 2022)

WEEK 3 

(7-11 March 2022)

WEEK 4 

(14-18 March 2022)

WEEK 5 

(21-25 March 2022)

WEEK 6 

(28 March-

1 April 2022)

WEEK 7 

(4-8 April 2022)

WEEK 8 

(11-15 April 2022)

TOTAL

HOURS

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
64

Hours

BOOK/

MATERIAL

Reading Explorer 1  

Unit 8A

Reading Explorer 1  

Unit 8B

Reading Explorer 1  

Unit 9A

Reading Explorer 1  

Unit 9B

Reading Explorer 1

Unit 10

Curricular Task: Writing a summary paragraph 

using the outline on page 141 after Part A. (can be 

assigned as HW)

Reading Explorer 2  

Unit 1

Reading Explorer 2  

Unit 3

Reading Explorer 2  

Unit 4

PAGES 105-109 110-116 117-123 124-130 131-144 7-20 37-52 53-66

OPTIONAL
Unit 8 Video

(pg. 115-116 )

Unit 9 Video

(pg. 129-130)

Unit 10 Video

(pg. 143-144 )

Unit 1 Video

(pg. 19-20 )

Unit 3 Video

(pg. 51-52 )

Unit 4 Video

(pg. 65-66 )

Reading Practice (CPM) - Part A, B, D, E, F (Part C 

will be covered.)

INSTRUCTIONAL

Word

Formation: Forming

Adjectives

Word

Formation: Exercises
Note-taking while reading

CURRICULAR 

PRACTICE
Reading Practice

BOOK/

MATERIAL
Writing Pack (Opinion Essay) Writing Pack (Opinion Essay) Writing Pack (Opinion Essay) Writing Pack (Opinion Essay)

 Writing Pack (Opinion Essay)

+

Practice Essay 

(individual/group work,

in-class/homework)

Practice Essay Feedback (oral/written)

+

Writing Portfolio First Draft

First Draft Feedback 

(via Error Corr. Codes) 

Second Draft Feedback

+

Revision

PAGES 3-17 18-21 22-34 35-41 42-49

LANGUAGE USE

Focus Vocabulary

collection, text, magical, suitable, scary, primarily, 

although, belief, addition, publish, add, magic-magical, 

music-musical, nation-national, origin-original 

Focus Vocabulary

angry, immediately, suddenly, moment, recognize, shocked, afraid, 

affect, effect, determined, forget

Word Formation: ( centre, central, music, musical, nation, national, 

beauty, beautiful, care, careful, help, helpful, pain, painful, use, 

useless, care, careless, help, helpless, pain, painless, use, useless, 

comfort, comfortable, drink, drinkable, fashion, fashionable, suit, 

suitable, dirt, dirty, health, healthy, rain, rainy, sun, sunny, wind, 

windy, continue, continous, fame, famous, danger, dangerous, depend, 

dependent, differ, different, excel, excellent, insist, insistent, act, 

active, attract, attractive, expense, expensive, relate, relative, honest, 

dishonest, loyal, disloyal, pleased, displeased, happy, unhappy, tidy, 

untidy, usual, unusual, complete, incomplete, correct, incorrect, 

formal, informal, patient, impatient, polite, impolite, possible, 

impossible, replaceable, irreplaceable, responsible, irresponsile, legal, 

illegal, literate, illeterate, logical, illogical )

Focus Vocabulary

worth, illegal,   law, locate, valuable,  preserve, 

treasure, weigh, collector , in demand, 

Focus Vocabulary

capable, destroy, equipment, 

employed,height, limited,  majority, middle, 

occupation,  race

Focus Vocabulary

according to, apply, archeologist, army, artifact, 

compete, confirm, construction, currency, icon, 

involve, last, liquid, network, ordinary, protect, 

proud, reveal, role, task, techniques, tomb, warrior 

Focus Vocabulary

addiction, drug, recommend, cut down on, 

efficient, store, obvious, advertise, facility, battle,  

found, preserve, species, crop, scale, quality, 

produce, variety, seed, suggest, continent, historic, 

flavor

Word formation: (danger, dangerous, attract, 

attractive, expense, expensive, fame, famous, 

success, successful, apply, applicant, pain, 

painful, complete, incomplete, thirst, thirsty, 

modernize, modern, falsify, false, instructor, 

instruction, instruct, nation, national, insistence, 

insist, insistent, communication, communicate, 

shorten, short, ignorance, ignorant, pay, repay, 

grow, outgrow, pay, underpay, do, outdo, build, 

rebuild, inform, misinform, like, dislike )

Focus Vocabulary

archeologist, tomb, coffin, mummy, murder, offer, attach, 

cause, conduct, injury, take control of, infection, effective, 

analyze, 

frozen, indicate, leader, enable, fled, cruelly, beneath, 

likely, chase, attack, cruel, act, comment, death, trick

Focus Vocabulary

series, inspire, basis, ensure, publicity, accept, violence, 

remind, convince, respect, temple, monk, master, 

acrobatic, enrich, enlarge, enable 

site, craft, approve, diverse, symbol, wedding, ceremony, 

wrap, identity, promote, cuisine, martial, art, rituals, 

root, veil, proceed with, get a promotion, make progress

READING AND 

WRITING

Reading

annotating text,

Writing

Writing using transition signals

Reading

understanding pronoun reference

Writing

Writing using transition signals

Reading

identifying exact vs approximate numbers,

Writing

identifying parts of the essay,

writing an introductory paragraph,

writing a thesis statement,

writing body paragraphs,

writing a concluding paragraph

Reading

annotating text

Writing

writing an opinion essay,

identifying unity and coherence

Reading

finding meaning:identifying homoynims,

creating an outline summary

Writing

summarizing,

analyzing a model opinion essay,

writing an introductory paragraph for an opinion 

essay,

writing a body paragraph for an opinion essay,

writing a concluding paragraph for an opinion essay

writing an opinion essay

Reading

skimming for the main idea of paragraphs,

identifying the purpose of paragraphs

Writing

writing the first draft of an opinion essay

Reading

 note-taking while reading

 creating a timeline of events,

distinguishing facts from speculation

Writing

editing

Reading

dealing with unfamiliar vocabulary- using context,

differentiating between main ideas and supporting 

details

Writing

CRITICAL 

THINKING SKILLS
Analyze Apply Justify Rank Evaluate, Analyze Apply Justify opinions, Evaluate Apply, Relate information

MC PORTFOLIO ANNOUNCEMENT QUIZ MC PORTFOLIO SUBMISSION
WRITING PORTFOLIO FIRST DRAFT 

(in-class)
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